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INTRODUCTION
The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) is a versatile accelerator that supports operation with polarized protons
of up to 250 GeV and ions with up to 100 GeV/nucleon [1]. During any running period, various operating scenarios
with different particle species, beam energies or accelerator optics are commissioned. In this report we summarize the
beam commissioning periods for establishing full energy beams (“ramp development periods”) from the FY09 run and,
for the purpose of motivating further developments, analyze the reasons for all failed ramps.

OVERVIEW
Figure 1 shows a summary of beam activities in FY09 [2]. Polarized proton operation commenced early in February
at maximum beam energy of 250 GeV. Mid-April marked the start of the 100 GeV run. Beam setup time is shown in
green, beam off time in blue, and the ramp development periods are indicated by red dots with the text referring to the
name of the accelerator optic being commissioned.

Figure 1: Overview of ramp development during the RHIC FY09 run.
# Work performed under US DOE contract No. DE-AC02-98CH10886.

The beam development periods are summarized in Table 1. A “session” refers to a period of time dedicated to
accelerating beams to full energies (“ramp development”). During the FY09 run, each and every ramp was performed
using tune and coupling feedback [3,4]. Since this was the first time this important feedback-based control of beams
was routinely used operationally, ramp development experience was carefully documented and analysed as described in
the remainder of this report.
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Table 1: Overview of ramp development periods during the RHIC FY09 run.
Energy (GeV)
Date
Number Sessions
Comment
250
02/06/09 - 04/14/09
10
[5]
100
04/15/09 - 06/29/09
6
[6]
250
06/10/09, 06/16-17/09,
4
near-integer tune
06/24/09, 07/04/09
100
06/29/09 - 07/04/09
1
[6]

RAMP DEVELOPMENT SUMMARIES
The FY09 run comprised 4 different accelerator operating modes with 12 different accelerator optics. In the following
tables are summarized the sessions and purpose for each operating mode. Detailed evaluations of each session are
presented in the appendices. After each table are presented histograms showing (1) the total number of acceleration
cycles (“ramps”) and number of failed ramps per session and (2) the cause of failure using the data from the referenced
appendices.
Table 2: Ramp development summary for 250 GeV polarized proton operation (02/06/09-04/14/09). The corresponding
session-by-session breakdown for each ramp attempt is given in Appendix A.
Session
Date
Purpose
1
02/14/09 – 02/15/09
commission Blue Ring, optic = pp90
2
02/15/09 – 02/16/09
commission Yellow Ring, optic = pp90
3
02/17/09 – 02/18/09
commission new optic pp91 (remove exceeding trim current limit)
4
02/20/09
support new DSP code for rf systems
5
02/24/09
implement phase-out of drift compensation and phase-in of replay mode
6
02/24/09
polarization optimization (change in betatron tunes during acceleration)
7
02/26/09
commission new optic pp92 (addition of colliding beam stone)
8
03/16/09
commission additional optic rot93
9
03/30/09
polarization optimization (change in betatron tunes during acceleration)
10
04/08/09
commission new optic pp93lowbeta (dedicated accelerator studies, APEX)

Figure 2: Ramp development statistics for the 250 GeV FY09 polarized proton run (left) and cause of ramp failure
(right).

Table 3: Ramp development summary for 100 GeV polarized proton operation (04/15/09-06/29/09). The corresponding
session-by-session breakdown for each ramp attempt is given in Appendix B.
Session
Date
Purpose
1
04/16/09
commission optic pp100-90 (beta-star = 0.7 m)
2
04/19/09
commission optic pp100-90rot
3
05/29/09
commission optic pp100-91 (beta-star = 0.8 m)
4
06/01/09 - 06/02/09
commission optic pp100-92 (beta-star = 1.0 m)
5
06/05/09
machine development with pp100-90
6
06/24/09
machine development with pp100-90

Figure 3: Ramp development statistics for the 100 GeV FY09 polarized proton run (left) and cause of ramp failure
(right).

Table 4: Ramp development summary for 250 GeV polarized proton operation, near integer betatron tunesThe
corresponding session-by-session breakdown for each ramp attempt is given in Appendix C.
Session
Date
Purpose
1
06/10/09
commission optic pp94nearInt
2
06/16/09 - 06/17/09
betatron tune optimizations for polarization, both Blue and Yellow Rings
3
06/24/09
polarization measurements during acceleration
4
07/04/09
betatron tune optimization for polarization, Blue Ring

Figure 3: Ramp development statistics for the 250 GeV FY09 near-integer polarized proton optic development (left)
and cause of ramp failure (right).

Table 4: Ramp development summary for 100 GeV polarized proton operation for pp2pp experiment (06/29/0907/04/09). The corresponding session-by-session breakdown for each ramp attempt is given in Appendix D.
Session
Date
Purpose
1
06/29/09
commission optic pp100-90pp2pp

Figure 4: Ramp development statistics for the100 GeV FY09 polarized proton run for the pp2pp experiment (left) and
cause of ramp failure (right).

SUMMARY
The overall summary of failed ramps from the FY09 RHIC Run is shown in the histogram in Fig. 5. A total of 87
ramps were executed, all supported by tune and coupling feedback, of which 34 ramps failed. Noteworthy are the
following: (1) the sources of failure were identified in all but one case, (2) the leading cause for failed ramps was loss of
control of the beam orbits, and (3), contrary to experiences from previous runs where ramps failed due for numerous
reasons including imprecise or incorrect measurement of the betatron tunes [7], the tune/coupling feedback systems did
not cause any failed ramps. During the shutdown following the FY09 run, an intensive effort was launched to realize
both global orbit feedback [8] and a dedicated feedback for compensation of orbit variations at ~ 10 Hz frequencies [9].

Figure 5: Summary of the causes of unsuccessful ramps during the FY09 RHIC run.
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APPENDIX A: 250 GEV POLARIZED PROTONS (02/06/09 – 04/14/09)
Ramp development details for the 10 ramp development periods are given below.

Table A.1: Summary of failed ramps for 250 GeV polarized proton operation.

APPENDIX B: 100 GEV POLARIZED PROTONS (04/15/09 – 06/29/09)
Ramp development details for the 6 ramp development periods are given below.

Table B.1: Summary of failed ramps for 100 GeV polarized proton operation.

APPENDIX C: 250 GEV POLARIZED PROTONS WITH NEAR INTEGER BETATRON
TUNES
Ramp development details for the 4 ramp developments periods are given below.

Table C.1: Summary of failed ramps for 250 GeV polarized proton operation.

APPENDIX D: 100 GEV POLARIZED PROTONS (06/29/09 – 07/04/09)
Ramp development details for the single ramp development period are given below.

Table D.1: Summary of failed ramps for 250 GeV polarized proton operation.

